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Harlingen Taking Precautionary Measures to Prevent 
Coronavirus Disease  

 

 

Harlingen, Texas– The City of Harlingen continues to monitor the Coronavirus Disease 2019 
(COVID-19) situation along with Cameron County, state, and federal health officials.  As 
always, the safety and well-being of the community are of utmost importance to Harlingen City 
leaders.  We have taken proactive measures to help prevent the disease. 

Although no cases have been reported in the Rio Grande Valley, all City facilities including our 
parks equipment and library resources are being disinfected several times a day.  Employees are 
wiping down open surfaces with Clorox wipes and Lysol disinfecting spray.  Staff also has 
sanitizer bottles at their work stations for themselves and the public. 

The staff has also been encouraged to forgo on handshakes for the time being. 

Residents are asked to continue 
practicing preventive measures as 
recommended by the Centers for 
Disease Control such as washing 
hands, avoid touching their faces, 
disinfecting their areas, covering 
their mouths when coughing, and 
staying home when sick. 

Earlier today, Governor Greg 
Abbott declared a State of 
Disaster for all Texas Counties 
and asked all Texans to practice 
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proactive measures while reassuring there is no need to stockpile supplies. “The State has been 
working closely with grocers and retailers to ensure shelves are replenished and that Texans have 
access to the goods and supplies they need.” 

Mayor Chris Boswell asks residents to stay abreast of the situation but not to panic. “It’s very 
important to keep up with what is happening in our community and the country but it’s also 
important to practice common sense hygiene measures like washing your hands and protecting 
the most vulnerable.” 

Meantime, as a precautionary measure, the Census Concert scheduled for April 4, 2020, 
featuring Solido has been rescheduled for May 16. 

City services will remain as normal and we will continue to monitor this situation.  For more 
information regarding how Harlingen is responding to the Coronavirus, residents are encouraged 
to www.myharlingen.us 
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